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WHAT DO THE FOLLOWING 
COMPANIES ALL HAVE IN COMMON?

They are successful companies that routinely deliver market changing 
products and have built a very loyal customer base. For B2C compa-
nies, continually delivering novel products and launching poignant 
marketing campaigns can be enough. But what about B2B companies? 
Successful companies, B2B or B2C, develop at least two competencies 
that help them sustain their ongoing success: designing and develop-
ing meaningful products and services, and creating and growing cus-
tomer loyalty. 

An effective Customer Success leader knows that loyalty is like any 
other product–it’s the outcome of an intentional strategy that must 
continually evolve. Customer loyalty is a lot like a SaaS product that 
must be designed, developed, and continually delivered or customers 
will simply stop subscribing. 

How do you consistently turn customers into loyal advocates? The de 
facto approach is reactive and backward looking–monitoring lagging 
indicators like net revenue retention or NPS. But  what  you really need 
is a framework  or recipe you can follow to to reliably, and  continually 
produce loyalty.



GROWTH MOLECULES

Our framework is based on our collective experience starting and running custom-
er-facing functions for B2B enterprise SaaS companies. We use it in our assessments  
before we design customer journeys, define customer segments, and build customer 
playbooks.  
 

The stages should be fairly obvious, if not familiar. In the beginning, most compa-
nies start by reacting to customer requests and have little infrastructure or pro-
cess to guide the customer on their value realization journey. As they begin to 
systematically support customers, they implement systems and processes to 
respond to requests reactively. When they become more proactive and start 
guiding their customers the relationship profoundly changes. Ultimately, the goal 
of any customer success strategy is to  turn customers into lifelong partners. 
Partners are loyal and trust you; they share their business priorities and give you 
honest feedback continually. 

Four Stages of Customer Success Maturity:

STAGE 1
REACT

STAGE 2
SUPPORT

STAGE 3
GUIDE

STAGE 4
PARTNER



The Growth Molecules Customer Success Maturity SCORE ™   indicates your customer 
success maturity by measuring five competency categories needed to turn customers 
into partners:  
 

is the foundation on which you build your customer success function. It takes into con-
sideration things like the company’s ability to deliver viable, performant products, and 
having appropriate resourcing for the function. How much easier is it for a customer 
success manager, (CSM), to turn a customer into a loyal advocate when a product pro-
vides value, and is (mostly) bug free? CSMs in companies with low quality products 
rarely get to talk about product roadmaps or value. Understanding where you are in 
these competencies directly informs your Customer Success strategy. 
 

STRATEGY

as a competency includes being able to explain why your product matters, having and 
sharing a product roadmap, and establishing a healthy dialog with the customer as 
they implement and adopt your solution. Good communications also require you to be 
a great listener; customers ask questions, need help, and provide feedback you can 
capture to accelerate improvements. Customers who feel heard, feel respected, 
which fosters loyalty.

is the competency of leveraging technology, processes, and people to achieve the 
mission of the customer success function. How can you become a trusted partner 
with a customer if you don’t have the right information about the customer, their team, 
and what they are trying to achieve with your products? Operational competence is 
required to scale. How operationally competent is your CS Ops team today?
 

COMMUNICATIONS

OPERATIONS

grow into partnerships because trained team members can establish and build rap-
port that grows. For example, when you demonstrate that you understand what a cus-
tomer wants to achieve, help them achieve it, and reflect that back to the customer in 
a meaningful way that she can leverage internally to build support, you’ve made a 
strong ally. 

RELATIONSHIP

represents the set of skills around achieving the goals and the mission of the customer 
success function. Part of this is project management but ultimately, it’s about being 
able to work as a team and achieve revenue, NPS, CSAT goals–AKA Get Stuff Done.  

EXECUTION
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Having a model and assessment tool allows us to look deeply into an organization 
and understand what's working, what's not. Most importantly, it allows us to make 
recommendations on where to most strategically focus resources and efforts to 
ensure the Customer Success function achieves its mission.  Without a model and 
assessment tool, identifying improvements becomes more political, or urgency 
driven and reactive and prevents a leader from really understanding where to 
invest. 

Is your team ready for an assessment? If you would like to discuss how SCORE 
can help your company build life long partners, you can contact Paul and the 
Growth Molecules team directly to: paul@growthmoleculess.com



Use the self-assessment below to measure your Customer Success maturity SCORE. 
This assessment contains a small part of the comprehensive service we perform for 
customers but will help you understand where your function is and it can be improve.

Growing customer into partners at scale requires a strategy and a plan

On the subsequent pages are the questions in this assessment. Capture your
scores below.

What's your SCORE?

Scalable Customer Success Maturity

How to use this assessment

Calculate your score
Enter your scores below and add them together. Multiply the result by 4 to see 
your maturity score.
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The Growth Molecules Customer Success Maturity SCORE ™   indicates your 
customer success maturity by measuring five competency categories needed to turn 
customers into partners:  
 

STRATEGYS
How often does your company...

0 1 2 3 4

NEVER SELDOM SOMETIMES GENERALLY ALWAYSFrequency

Score

1. Release a feature that solves an important problem or fulfills a need that customers 
 are willing to pay for.

2 Ensure customer success is a shared responsibility (Engineering, Product, Marketing, 
 Support, CS, Finance) by having each department deliver measurable outcomes that 
 promote value realization 

3. Has a well place champion and leader for Customer Success that has sufficient support 
 and resources 

Your Score:

Your Score:

Your Score:

4. Release a product or feature that is largely bug free, performant, and available (meets 
 availability SLA)  

Your Score:

5. Capture customer interactions with products and platform in a BI system that can 
 export or share data and insights

Your Score:



The Growth Molecules Customer Success Maturity SCORE ™   indicates your 
customer success maturity by measuring five competency categories needed to turn 
customers into partners:  
 

COMMUNICATIONSC
How often does your company...

0 1 2 3 4

NEVER SELDOM SOMETIMES GENERALLY ALWAYSFrequency

Score

1. Has a formal process for informing customers proactively about current releases, future 
 releases, maintenance schedule changes, 12-month roadmap, important business changes

2 Has a communication system to receive and manage messages from customers (support, 
 CRM)

3. Capture release communications in repository available to customers

Your Score:

Your Score:

Your Score:

4. Communicate status of service when stable and during outages 

Your Score:

5. Notify customers of account status, health, usage, value/ROI

Your Score:



The Growth Molecules Customer Success Maturity SCORE ™   indicates your 
customer success maturity by measuring five competency categories needed to turn 
customers into partners:  
 

OPERATIONSO
How often does your company...

0 1 2 3 4

NEVER SELDOM SOMETIMES GENERALLY ALWAYSFrequency

Score

1. Capture account information: name, address, industry, related accounts (parent/child) in 
 a modern CRM that supports connectors to required systems.

2 Capture contact information: name, email, cell, address, role, (or any other arbirtary data) 
 and associates contacts with accounts

3. Ensure customer product usage data is available to use as inputs into health and status

Your Score:

Your Score:

Your Score:

4. Has sufficient technology to guide users through value realization journey and understand 
 customer journey status, health, and tasks; supports static and dynamic segments

Your Score:

5. Has sufficient resources (staffing, funding, technology, support) and operate within 
 recommended capacity guidance

Your Score:



The Growth Molecules Customer Success Maturity SCORE ™   indicates your 
customer success maturity by measuring five competency categories needed to turn 
customers into partners:  
 

RELATIONSHIPR
How often does your company...

0 1 2 3 4

NEVER SELDOM SOMETIMES GENERALLY ALWAYSFrequency

Score

1. Understand and document what a customer wants to achieve in measurable KPI, 
 outcomes; has it validated by the customer

2 Identify contacts and routinely engages them per the success plan

3. Have programs to identify and develop champions and power users

Your Score:

Your Score:

Your Score:

4. Capture customer wins and value realization for use in QBRs, and marketing initiatives

Your Score:

5. Ensure key contacts become references

Your Score:



The Growth Molecules Customer Success Maturity SCORE ™   indicates your 
customer success maturity by measuring five competency categories needed to turn 
customers into partners:  
 

EXECUTIONE
How often does your company...

0 1 2 3 4

NEVER SELDOM SOMETIMES GENERALLY ALWAYSFrequency

Score

1. Ensure a tier appropriate success plan is created for each relevant customer.

2 Achieve account and success plan goals

3. Achieve account onboarding goals (time to launch, time to value)

Your Score:

Your Score:

Your Score:

4. Achieve quarterly NPS and CSAT targets

Your Score:

5. Achieve quarterly logo retention, and revenue renewal and growth targets

Your Score:


